Plan for Advising Students who Newly Declare their Major as Public Health Education, Starting Spring 2021

In the Spring of 2021, the PHE Department will start advising students who have completed a minimum of 47 credit hours at the end of Fall 2020, and who declare Public Health Education as their major before Feb. 15, 2021.

These new majors will be expected to join a virtual Townhall on January 29, 2021 if their concentration is Community Health Education. [We will also arrange a virtual Townhall meeting for those students in the Health Studies Online (HSO) concentration; date to be announced.]

Following the Townhall Event, you must meet with an adviser in the HHS Advising and Personal Development Center and complete a Pre-Advising Survey (google-form) by March 1, 2021.

You will be matched with a PHE Faculty-Adviser between March 1 – 15, 2021.

- You must declare your major as Public Health Education before Feb. 15, 2021 in order to get a PHE Faculty-Adviser in Spring of 2021. (Otherwise, you will remain matched with the HHS Advising Center, and then become matched with a PHE Adviser in the Fall of 2021.)

You will be expected to join (1) Virtual Registration Day, and (2) PHE Career Day. These events will be held between March 15 - April 21, 2021.
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